Diagnostic mini-video assisted thoracic surgery. Effectiveness and accuracy of new generation 2.0 mm instruments.
Recently 2.0 mm mini-VATS has aroused much interest among surgeons involved with endoscopic surgery. We report our initial experience with the first first 54 patients who underwent this procedure. The aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness and accuracy of mini-VATS. 54 patients were undertaken to mini-VATS for diagnostic purposes. Patients were randomly selected and the indication for operation was set by the classic VATS criteria. 35 (65%) patients were treated under general anesthesia, while 19 (35%) patients were treated under local anesthesia. The average length of hospital stay was 1.8 +/- 0.9 days. The days of requirement for narcotic analgesia were 1.9 +/- 1.0. Diagnostic accuracy was 100%; morbidity and mortality rates were 0%. The high diagnostic accuracy and low operative danger, combined with less postoperative pain, due to minor surgical trauma and faster patient recovery, has established mini-VATS as a dynamic competitor to the classic VATS procedure. Since high technology is a strong partner in endoscopic surgery, a strong potentiality for evolution exists.